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Singularity in a „2¿1…-dimensional AdS scalar black hole
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Theoretical Astrophysics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 17 August 2000; published 15 November 2000!

We study the spacetime singularity in a~211!-dimensional AdS scalar black hole with circular symmetry
using a quasihomogeneous model. We show that this is a spacelike, scalar curvature, deformationally strong
singularity.

PACS number~s!: 04.20.Dw, 04.60.Kz, 04.70.Bw
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Recently there has been growing interest in asympt
cally anti–de Sitter~AdS! black holes, motivated by the dis
covery of the Ban˜ados-Teitelboim-Zanelli~BTZ! black hole
@1# in general relativity~for reviews see@2,3#! and by the
so-called AdS-CFT~conformal field theory! speculation in
string theory@4#. Very recently, Pretorius and Choptuik pr
sented results of fully nonlinear numerical simulations of
gravitational collapse of a massless, minimally coupled s
lar field in ~211!-dimensional@~211!D#, axially-symmetric,
AdS3 spactime in classical general relativity@5#. Pretorius
and Choptuik studied the critical behavior at the threshold
black-hole formation in this model, and found a continuo
self-similar solution and type-II behavior with a mass-scal
law with a critical exponent;1.2. This work was followed
by Garfinkle@6#, who was able to find analytically an exa
solution for this model, in agreement with the numerical
sults of Ref.@5#. Husain and Olivier studied the same mod
using a different numerical approach and a different eva
tion approach for the critical exponent, and reported o
mass-scaling law with a critical exponent;1.6 @7#. This
apparent discrepancy of the two estimates for the crit
exponent is of great interest.

Pretorius and Choptuik also studied in Ref.@5# the nature
of the singularity in their model for supercritical evolution
They report on a scalar curvature singularity, which is spa
like and deformationally strong@8,9#. However, the evidence
brought in Ref.@5# appears to be inconclusive. Specifical
Pretorius and Choptuik argue that the singularity is space
because the hypersurface along which the metric varia
start growing unboundedly in the normal direction, and co
sequently the curvature invariants begin to diverge, is spa
like. Although this is consistent with the singularity bein
spacelike, it is only a necessary condition for it. The m
inflation @10–13# null singularity is a counterexample, whe
hypersurfaces of constant large~albeit finite! curvature are
spacelike, although the singularity itself is null. The eviden
that Pretorius and Choptuik bring for the strength of the s
gularity is that it is central, namely, that the proper circu
ference vanishes approaching the singularity. This criter
appears indeed to be sufficient evidence in spherical sym
try under very broad conditions@14#, but this has never bee
shown in~211!D and circular symmetry.

In this paper we show, within a simplified model, th
indeed this singularity is spacelike, scalar curvature, and
formationally strong. Specifically, we assume that spacet
asymptotically close to the singularity can be described b
quasihomogeneous model, i.e., we assume that spatial g
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ents~of the metric functions and the scalar field! are much
smaller than temporal gradients. This assumption seem
be justified by the results of Ref.@5#, where Figs. 18 and 19
imply only mild gradients tangent to the singularity, an
much steeper gradients normal to it. We shall study the
lution to the Einstein-scalar equations in~211!D and circu-
lar symmetry only asymptotically close to the singularit
We thus write the metric as

ds25N~r ! dt22L~r ! dr21r 2 du2, ~1!

where 0<u<2p is possibly periodic, and whereN(r ) and
L(r ) are non-negative functions~such thatr 5const hyper-
surfaces are spacelike by construction!. The coordinater is
defined such that the proper circumference of circles of
dius r is 2pr . Note, thatr is a timelike coordinate. We stud
the solution to the Einstein-scalar equations

Gmn1Lgmn5kTmn , ~2!

where L,0 is the cosmological constant andTmn

5¹mf¹nf2 1
2 gmn¹af¹af is the energy-momentum ten

sor of the scalar fieldf. Following the convention of Ref
@5# we set the coupling constantk54p. The t2t and r 2r
components of the field equations~2! are, correspondingly,

L812rL 2L54prLf82 ~3!

and

N822rLNL54prNf82. ~4!

These equations are coupled to the Klein-Gordon equa
for the scalar field,hf50, whose first integral is given by

f825
L

N

d2

r 2
. ~5!

Here,d2 is an integration constant, and a prime denotes
ferentiation with respect tor. ~Recall that we neglect all de
rivatives with respect tot.! Theu2u component of the field
equations is redundant, and we use it as a consistency c
for our solution. This equation is

LN821NN8L822N9NL14LN2L258pN2Lf82. ~6!

We next eliminatef from Eqs.~3! and~4! using Eq.~5!, and
find that
©2000 The American Physical Society03-1
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L812rL 2L54pd2
L2

Nr
~7!

and

N822rLNL54pd2
L

r
. ~8!

Next, we present a simple solution to Eqs.~7! and~8!, which
is a generic solution. Then, we show that, in fact, this so
tion is the only generic solution. Following the analyses
Refs. @15,16# we seek a solution for which asymptotical
close to the singularity the metric functions behave l
L(r )5Ara and N(r )5Brb, where A,B.0 are constants
~At larger distances from the singularity higher-order ter
in r become important.! We next seek a solution to Eqs.~7!
and~8!, and demonstrate its validity by requiring consisten
with the fully-nonlinear ~and inhomogeneous! numerical
simulations of Ref.@5#. Substituting this ansatz we find firs
that a,b.0, and that asymptotically close tor 50 the
L-coupled terms are negligible.~This was also found in Ref
@6#.! Next, we find that the solution imposes ona and b a
relation. Specifically, we find thata5b. Also, we find that
B54pd2Aa21. Note, that we assume hereaÞ0. The scalar
field satisfies asymptotically close to the singularityf82

5a/(4pr 2). ~The case wherea50 corresponds to a van
ishing scalar field, and corresponds to the vacuum BTZ
lution, for the case for whichu is periodic.! The dependence
of the solution onL enters only at higher-order term
O@r 2(a12)#. Also, Eq.~6! is satisfied by our solution at thi
order. ~When higher-order terms inr are considered eac
order will decrease the error associated with the trunca
solution of the lower-order solution.! In fact, one does no
have to assume the ansatz thatN(r ) andL(r ) are given by
simple powers of r. Instead, if one assumes that th
L-coupled terms in Eqs.~7! and ~8! are negligible~close to
r 50), one can solve these equations readily, and obtain
L(r )5Ara andN(r )54pd2Aa21r a as an exact and uniqu
solution~with no L term!. Our solution here is generic in th
sense that it relies on the right number of freely-specifia
parameters@recall that we have the freedom to rescale tht

coordinate, namelyt→ t̃ 5T(t), such thatd can be set equa
to unity without loss of generality#.

We next show, following Nolan, that this generic solutio
is the only generic solution@17#. Defining X5LN and Y
5N/L, Eqs.~7! and ~8! become

X858p
d2

r
XY21, ~9!

Y854LrX1/2Y1/2. ~10!

Next, we defineu5Y1/2, and obtain the second order equ
tion

ru95S u24p
d2

u D 8
, ~11!

whose first integral is
12750
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ru852u24p
d2

u
14k, ~12!

where 4k is an arbitrary constant. Equation~12! can be sepa-
rated and written as

E u

u212ku22pd2
du52E dr

r
.

Factorizing the denominator on the left hand side and us
undetermined coefficients gives

u

u212ku22pd2
5

b1k

2b

1

u1k1b
1

b2k

2b

1

u1k2b
,

which integrates to give logarithmic terms. Then taking t
exponential of both sides gives

uu1k1bu(b1k)/2buu1k2bu(b2k)/2b5ecr 2, ~13!

wherec is an arbitrary constant andb25k212pd2. Notice
thatb6k.0 ~we rule outd50 in which case the scalar fiel
is absent; alsob means the positive root ofb2). Equation
~13! determinesY(r ) implicitly and Eqs.~10! and ~12! can
be used to giveX in terms ofu ~or Y). Specifically, we find
that

2Lr 2X1/252u24p
d2

u
14k. ~14!

We determine the asymptotic behavior ofX,Y ~and hence
N andL) asr→0 as follows. Note thatu>0. The left hand
side of Eq. ~13! must vanish atr 50. Sinceu1k1b.u
1k2b, we infer that

lim
r→0

u~r !5b2k.0.

Thus we can write

u~r !5b2k1e~r !, ~15!

where

e~r !5o~1!, r→0.

Here,o is defined such thatf (x)5o@g(x)# asx→0 implies
that f /g→0 asx→0. Substituting this into Eq.~13! yields

e~r !5e0r 4b/(b2k)1e1~r !, ~16!

wheree15o(e) asr→0 ande0 is a constant which is deter
mined byb, k, andc. Equations~15! and ~16! are sufficient
to determine the leading order behavior ofX via Eq. ~14!,
i.e.,

X1/25
2b

L~b2k!
e0r 2[(b1k)/(b2k)]1o~e!.

Then the original metric functionsN,L satisfy
3-2
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N5uX1/2;
2b

L
e0r 2[(b1k)/(b2k)] , r→0, ~17!

L5
X1/2

u
;

2b

L~b2k!2
e0r 2[(b1k)/(b2k)] , r→0.

~18!

This proves that in general, the metric functionsN,L of these
space-times display power-law behavior as the singularit
approached, with the same power ofr in each function.@The
L21 in Eq. ~17! and Eq.~18! can be absorbed intoe0 by
rescaling thet coordinate.# Also, we find that a52(b
1k)/(b2k).

With this solution we first show that the singularity
scalar polynomial. Note that all the following expressions
given to leading order inr. Specifically, we find the
Kretschmann scalarRmnrsRmnrs53a2/(A2r 2a14), and the
Ricci scalarR5a/(Ara12). Both curvature scalars diverg
approachingr 50. Next, we show that this singularity i
strong in the sense of Tipler@8# ~or deformationally strong in
the sense of Ori@9#!. The timelike-timelike component of th
Ricci tensor in a parallel-propagated frame is given
R(0)(0)5a/(Ara12). Reexpressing that in terms of th
proper time of a radial observer~who follows a t5const
timelike geodesic!, we find that

R(0)(0)~t!54
a

~a12!2

1

t2
, ~19!

where t is ~future directed! proper time, set such thatt
→02 approaching the singularity. Here, and in what follow
we find R(0)(0)(t) to leading order int21. @The geodesic
equation for this geodesic isr̈ 1(a/2r ) ṙ 250, whose solution
is t(r )522A1/2(a12)21r (a12)/2, where an overdot de
notes differentiation with respect tot.] Note thatR(0)(0)(t)
is independent of A. @Also RmnrsRmnrs(t)548a2(a
12)24t24 is independent ofA.# This is similar to the inde-
pendence ofR(0)(0)(t) of the density~or pressure! in the
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology near the singu
ity, or the independence of the Kretschmann scalar of
mass in Schwarzschild, or of the density in the Friedma
Robertson-Walker cosmology@18#.

We next use a theorem by Clarke and Kro´lak, according
to which a sufficient condition for the singularity to be stro
in the sense of Tipler is that

E t

dt8E t8
dt9 R(0)(0)~t9! ~20!
e-

12750
is

e

y

,

r-
e
-

diverges ast→02 @19#. From Eq.~19! it is clear that this is
indeed the case, as this quantity diverges logarithmically it
as t→02, such that we show that the singularity is inde
deformationally strong.~Note that the proof of the Clarke
Królak theorem can be easily extended to 211 dimensions.!

Finally, we make the following remarks on the applicab
ity of our homogeneous model. First, we find that asympto
cally close to the singularity the scalar field diverges like

f~r !5S a

4p D 1/2

ln r . ~21!

Indeed, the fully-nonlinear and inhomogeneous simulatio
find this logarithmic divergence forf(r ,t) @20#. This, how-
ever, provides us also with a quantitative check for the p
dictions of the homogeneous model. Specifically, the am
tude (a/4p)1/2 of the scalar field involves the sam
parametera as in the metric functionsN,L. Consequently,
our homogeneous model captures the pointwise behavio
the singularity well if fully-nonlinear and inhomogeneou
simulations confirm our prediction that

S r ]L~r ,t !/ ]r

4pL~r ,t ! D 21/2

f~r ,t !
1

ln r
→1 ~22!

asr→0 towards any point along the singularity. Second,
numerical simulations also indicate that the Ricci sca
grows approaching the singularity likeR(t)'t22 @20#. In-
deed, in our model we find thatR(t)54a(a12)22t22. In
addition to the right behavior as a function of proper tim
we also predict a specific dependence ona, which can be
checked numerically. Finally, the quasihomogeneity we
sume is supported by the simulations in Ref.@5#, where only
mild ~possibly oscillatory! dependence ont is reported.

We showed that in a quasihomogeneous model for
singularity in~211!D AdS black hole with a self-gravitating
scalar field in circular symmetry, the singularity is spacelik
scalar curvature, and deformationally strong. We believe
this simple model captures the pointwise behavior near
singularity when one allows for inhomogeneities. The qu
tion of how the solution is modified by inclusion of inhomo
geneities or angular momentum remains open.
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